Enablement Solution
GETTING THE BENEFITS OF PLANVIEW PRISMS®
E-LEARNING FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION
Planview PRISMS® E-Learning allows your organization to speed adoption and increase the value of your
Planview investment. PRISMS E-Learning includes:
• On-demand training modules: formal, scripted courses and informal materials such as recorded
online training, presentations, and webcasts
• PRISMS Live: instructor-led concept and methodology courses on best practices and project and
resource management with PMP® certified instructors
• Ask an Expert: Informal, instructor-led classes provide a variety of topics and at your convenience
with direct access to experts at Planview
Cost-effective and flexible, PRISMS E-Learning uses a role-based approach that increases productivity
and retention by delivering the right training at the right time to the right people. Users spend their time
wisely, in training that is relevant and targeted to their needs, so they learn exactly what they need to know
when they are ready to absorb and use it. Sessions can be even be customized with your organization’s
data and processes, increasing the impact and relevance of the learning experience, and increasing users’
understanding and retention of new information.

Planview PRISMS
The Planview PRISMS product line facilitates
the adoption, knowledge, design, continuous
process improvement, and rollout of Planview
Enterprise. PRISMS Best Practices optimizes
business management and performance with an
adaptive environment of proven best practices.
PRISMS Best Practices Knowledge Base,
Process Tools, and Live Process Expertise
enables you to deliver process maturity
improvements and realize benefits faster. And
the PRISMS Social Learning Platform offer
a comprehensive approach to professional
networking and collaboration promoting
promotes communication among groups and
colleagues to accelerate adoption.

PRISMS E-Learning is accessed through the dynamic PlanviewPRISMS.com portal, which also offers
scheduling, assessments, and dashboarding capabilities. This enables you to deploy Planview Enterprise
training globally to thousands of employees in multiple time zones with varying priorities and schedules.

Taken together, the Planview PRISMS offerings
help you to efficiently and effectively implement
your portfolio management solution and achieve
rapid ROI on your Planview investment.

And buying Planview PRISMS E-Learning is equally flexible – get education bundled in with one of our
Planview  RPM Solutions, or select a subscription to the entire library – it’s up to you.

Learn more at www.planview.com/PRISMS.

Let’s take a look at three typical use cases of Planview PRISMS E-Learning and the benefits.

Use Case 1: Leveraging PRISMS E-Learning in Planview RPM Solutions
Deploying Planview Enterprise to a Business Unit
An enterprise is implementing Planview Enterprise for the first time and is deploying it first to one
centrally located business unit, which includes 250 users. The company has bought a Planview RPM
Solution – a fixed-price package which integrates Planview Enterprise software, best practices, valueadded services, SaaS infrastructure as well as PRISMS E-Learning – to rapidly deliver the benefits of
robust portfolio management capabilities.
Leveraging the PRISMS E-Learning offerings within the RPM Solution, the company’s IT training manager
uses PlanviewPRISMS.com as the administrative portal for all training. He first ensures that all users
are signed up for the introductory Planview Enterprise on-demand classes, to familiarize them with the
software and ensure their instructor-led classes will be effective. Then the instructor-led and additional
on-demand classes follow, with users “graduating” from one session and track to the next via scored
self-assessments. Meanwhile, the IT training manager tracks and reports on E-Learning usage and user
improvements using the comprehensive roll-up dashboard with meaningful metrics in PlanviewPRISMS.
com.
Benefit: By virtue of their Planview PRISMS training, users of the business unit are well prepared to get
the most value out of the company’s portfolio management investment, smoothing the road for the full
Planview Enterprise deployment.

Developed by training experts, our programs
are targeted to increase performance, helping
users:
• Learn independently, anytime, anywhere,
and at their own pace – and reduce
the amount of “casual” training by
administrators and project managers
• Experience classes in their preferred
learning styles, with training designed for
visual, kinesthetic, and auditory learners
• Understand what they need to know by
providing a range of experience levels and
class types for different topics

Use Case 2: Selecting the Planview PRISMS E-Learning Library
Migrating to a New Version of Planview Enterprise
A large, multi-national company, with 5,000 employees in offices across the world is moving to
the next version of Planview Enterprise and needs to get its global user base trained on the
new features and functionality. The training manager is facing challenges of timing, availability,
accessibility, applicability, and cost of enterprise training. Travel costs and cost per student are
too high for thousands of employees, especially if they need to attend multiple classes. So, to
maximize the value of its investment, the company has selected a subscription to the entire
PRISMS E-Learning library.
As is the case with every new Planview Enterprise rollout, there are many new class offerings
available, both on-demand and instructor-led. Many of the pre-recorded classes feature videos
and step-by-step demonstrations, which users find particularly helpful. Additional PRISMS Live
sessions are available to provide concept and methodology education around best practices
and project and resource management, perfect for employees at every level of the organization.
The company’s thousands of users register for and take the special track of migration classes
and courses specific to the new release; many also choose to freshen up skills on portfolio
management techniques, while others leverage more advanced classes to go to the next level.
Benefit: The full Planview PRISMS E-Learning library, with its structured framework, relevant
statistics, and easy access to the broad and deep knowledge base of Planview expertise, gets the
company’s users trained quickly and effectively on the new release’s features, and enables the
company to see a fast return on its Planview Enterprise migration investment.

Use Case 3: Choosing Customized Planview PRISMS E-Learning Modules
Adding New Planview Enterprise Users
A company with several thousand Planview Enterprise users across the globe continually deals
with the situation of bringing occasional new users up to speed on the system. Traditionally,
the Planview Enterprise administrator provided this training, but as his bandwidth thinned, this
became less and less feasible. Additionally, because different people learn in different ways, what
was needed were classes crafted by true training experts.
To address the challenge, the company purchases a subscription to the PRISMS E-Learning
library, along with customized E-Learning modules, which enhances PRISMS E-Learning
sessions with company-specific processes and sample data, ensuring improved understanding
and retention of information by those attending the classes.
Benefit: New users learn what they need, when they need it, cost-effectively and quickly, bringing
them on board quickly and making them effective team players fast. The organization as a whole
sees an added benefit by increasing the productivity of the Planview Enterprise administrator
whose “casual trainer” role is eliminated.

Get Started Today!
Visit www.planviewPRISMS.com to take advantage of
the many benefits of Planview PRISMS E-Learning!

For more than 20 years, Planview has been advancing
the discipline of portfolio management, helping our
customers change the way they manage people
and money to make better business decisions. With
a singular focus on portfolio management, Planview
is the only company that combines customer-driven
software, unmatched domain expertise, and proven
best practices to solve each customer’s unique
business problems. For more information, visit
www.planview.com.
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